The migration of Ag from TE to albumen film
Figure S1 (a) and (b) show the photographs of Ag/egg albumen/ ITO/PET memory cell before and after first set process. As shown in Figure S1 (a), a probe tip pressed in the Ag TE and there were some black regions on the TE surface due to its partial oxidation in the ambient air. After performing a set process, some highlight regions appeared on the TE surface (as shown in Figure S1 (b)), which clearly indicated that Ag was oxidized and migrated into the albumen film. The evolution of Ag migration in detail was record by camera (see Supplementary Movie S).
Figure S1
Photographs of Ag/egg albumen/ ITO/PET memory cell (a) before and (b) after the set process.
The temperature dependence of HRS
As shown in Figure S2 , there was no apparent temperature dependence of the HRS, indicating an electrical characteristic of insulator.
Figure S2
Temperature dependence of the HRS.
The variation of HRS and LRS towards transferable devices
As shown in the Figure S3 , the resistances of HRS and LRS were collected from 50 RS cycles towards transferable devices based on different substrates (including PET, PDMS, 3D glass dome hemisphere and leaf). There were no apparent differences occurred about HRS and LRS between those transferable devices, indicating their reproducible RS performance with acceptable fluctuation.
Figure R3
The variation of HRS and LRS towards transferable devices based on different substrates: PET, PDMS, 3D glass dome hemisphere and leaf.
